Fujitsu’s Value Residential Air Conditioner Line is built to perform both efficiently and quietly, delivering home comfort you can count on.

**DURABLE CONSTRUCTION**
The WA14(W) is constructed with a sturdy louvered steel cabinet to protect the condensing coil fins from yard hazards, weather and corrosion, so you can be confident in the way it performs.

**EFFICIENT PERFORMANCE**
The air conditioner uses an innovative wrap-around outdoor coil which allows improved airflow and heat transfer and reduces energy consumption.

**QUIET OPERATION**
Several features contribute to quiet operation and better overall performance. The motor mount/grille combination protects the fan motor from the elements and also reduces sound and vibration. The discharge pattern of the top grille provides minimum air restriction, resulting in quiet fan operation. The WA14(W) also features a one-piece drawn and painted base pan. This pan elevates the coil off the pad helping minimize corrosion while also reducing sound.

**FEATURES**
- Outdoor air conditioner designed for ground level or rooftop installations. These units offer comfort and dependability for single, multi-family and light commercial applications.
- Painted louvered steel cabinet
- Easily accessible control box
- Condenser coils constructed with copper tubing and enhanced aluminum fins.
- Grille/Motor mount for quiet fan operation
- Filter Drier (shipped – not installed)

**LIMITED WARRANTY INFORMATION:**
Parts - 5 Years (Registration Required)

* For complete details of the limited warranties, including applicable terms and conditions, contact your local contractor or go to www.fujitsugeneral.com for a copy of the product warranty certificate.